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Editorial 

T he present is the only thing we have. The paradox is that precisely 
because we have it, we feel this inexhaustible tension to try to live it, 
to be present in the present. It is never entirely full and for this reason 

it catalyzes in us a continual flight forward.
Will we learn anything? This has been the underlying question of the 
pandemic. We have gone through months during which a virus has placed us 
once again in front of the essential things in life, but what have we gained as 
a help for living? The virus has behaved like many other things: it happens, 
it impacts our lives, and it almost forces us to open our eyes and see that 
existence does not belong to us; it makes us discover the greatness of the pure 
gift of life. Then it passes, and often with it the new gaze on reality that had 
pervaded our awareness. The same happens with moments of joy or with the 
shock of a tragedy that rips the veil of appearances.
What remains of what we have lived? The present is where the answer reveals 
itself. This issue takes up the provocation of Rosa Montero, a well-known 
Spanish writer and journalist, who, commenting in the columns of El País on 
the celebrations at the end of the healthcare emergency, said it is inevitable 
that we will go back to where we started and take things for granted again.  
To her mind, we learn nothing because we are travelers toward a goal that 
is never attained: happiness. There is only today, the here and now. As she 
wrote, “The pandemic should have taught us something about the vibrant 
and unique truth of the present, of this very moment in which we live.” 

But what does today, the here and now tell us about our life? Why is it 
reasonable to affirm that this precise instant in which we live has substance, 
that it is the beginning and not the end? The dialogue is open and for this 
reason we offer in this issue the text of an assembly with Fr. Julián Carrón 
and the communities of the Movement in Eurasia. The encounter with 
Christ throws reason wide open to see the ultimate depth of reality and our 
existence. We know we are growing as human beings when we discover we 
are “present.” It is the beginning of another way of living the present, without 
escaping, without giving up on the promise of fulfillment. 
Is it possible not to postpone happiness? The content of the “Close-up” section 
is our contribution to the theme of the upcoming Meeting of Rimini (August 
20-25) on the theme, “The Courage to Say ‘I.’” What is this courage, and what 
does it mean to say “I”? In facing these implacable questions, the space for an 
answer is created.

What remains?
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Letters 

edited by
Paola Bergamini
pberga@tracce.it

Sofia, Annamaria, 
Renato, Laura

Studying with graduating seniors

As a university student, I spent a study 
week in Pian dei Resinelli with some high 
school students who were preparing for 
the national final comprehensive exam. I 
must relate what I saw; I want to treasure 
what happened there. I saw their fragility 
and mine become a hand outstretched to 
a relationship with the others. The first 
day, a young woman told me, “It’s better 
not to trust anyone, to not get too close 
in relationships, so as not to risk getting 
hurt.” Then I saw her asking for everything, 
offering gestures of gratitude and of 
service to others, sharing her questions and 
discoveries. The last day, she said, “I have 
discovered more in these five day than in 
my 18 years of life.” But what happened? 
In this week, I saw their fear of the future, 
and mine, become bold curiosity. During 
a dialogue, Sofia said, “If it’s possible to 
continue living as I’ve lived this week, I 
am not afraid.” What I saw blossom was 
a humanity newly interested in itself. 
One young man, convinced of having no 
talents, began asking himself, “But I, what 
am I made for?” Something unforeseen 
happened: the discovery of the possibility of 
an irreducible companionship. Their heart, 
now challenged by the conclusion of their 
high school years, was my teacher. I was 
reminded that, in growing up, I can ask for 
anything, now and always, because there is 
always a companionship, often unexpected, 
in which my cry is heard. I relearned to live 
every instant in the daily simplicity of study 
without silencing my desire. I would raise 
my head from my own books and, while I 
heard their voices trying to make sense of 

the literary trends of the eighth century or trying 
to solve the darned integral equations, I thought, 
“What a mystery you all are!” I found myself looking 
at them with a love capable of embracing them 
without resolving or possessing anything. This was 
an unexpected gaze, compared to the calculating 
gaze that dominates my days; a gaze that can only 
be explained within a story in which I, first, have 
received and have followed. The most fascinating 
challenge is one that their GS leader threw out at 
them: “You have said you have seen something 
new during these days, something exceptional 
and desirable. The promise is that this is forever.” 
While I was putting their phone numbers in my cell 
phone, I already felt nostalgic. Would I see them 
again? Perhaps not. But is what happened among 
us forever? With these friends, there has been an 
intuition of eternity, and the challenge of deepening 
this awareness is not over. I hope it never will be.
Sofia, Milan (Italy)

“Now I am yellow” 

I’ve always thought of life as something finite. I 
lived flatly and, like in a movie, I was waiting for the 
ending. But now, for me, there is something more. 
My horizon is infinite, and this year has shown that to 
me. I started the school year with my heart in pieces. 
Little by little, people entered my life who brought out 
my desire to search. For me, these faces were a little 
like Coldplay’s song, “Yellow.” A moment came when 
I took all my positive “yellow” moments and I brought 
them with me. Slowly, even though I was not aware 
of it, the chord of hatred and rancor that was choking 
my life loosened so that my back is no longer bent. 
What I live is true because it makes me face everything 
with a melody that can be sad or happy. Now I am 
carrying a heavy weight and even though it’s tiring, I 
am happy. How can I not be, after these people have 
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Expectation of the hundredfold 

Four rainy days in western Massachusetts in a house 
with ten adults, two toddlers, and three babies… Why 
would I ever inflict such pain upon myself? Sleeping in 
the same room with a toddler and a baby, right next to 
a room with another toddler and baby, is not usually 
a recipe for success. Nonetheless, we decided to go on 
vacation with our Fraternity group: a priest, a memor 
domini, and four couples. And when we returned 
home, we decided that we would do it again. Why? I 
went to the vacation full of expectation, but day one 
was tough. As you can imagine, we had to adapt to 
each other, children’s schedules, people’s needs, and 
all of this after more than a year living pretty much 
isolated at home where our horizon had shrunk to our 
couch and kitchen. For this vacation, we were lucky to 
have a nice house with a pool table, and while playing 
pool I wondered, “Would I come to this vacation if it 
was just to ‘hang out’? Wouldn’t it be easier to just stay 
together for a day and then go home to do things my 
way?” Father Carrón challenged us in the CL Fraternity 
Exercises: “You can confess to yourself whether it is 
better to wake up expecting something, or to open 
your eyes on the day without expecting anything.” In 
my freedom, on that first day I was choosing to give 
up, but I was rescued when my friend Marc requested, 
“Let’s try to be more intentional tomorrow so that we 
can propose something affirmative to the kids rather 
than a bunch of ‘don’ts’ and ‘dos.’” Then my husband, 
John, asked me why I was not suggesting anything 
to do (which is my nature). These two interventions 
woke me up. As a result, I started noticing moments of 
pure, undeniable beauty: John grilling for an amazing 
barbeque, Father Paolo and Giulia attentively leading 
us in the evening prayers, Mattia playing with the 
kids, Marc baking brownies with the two toddlers, 
Anna leading us in gym classes, Leti and Fra lovingly 
caring for a baby they are fostering, Meghan leaving 
the house at 3 a.m. to make sure her baby didn’t wake 
anybody up–and the list goes on and on. I started 
feeling an affection toward myself through those 
friends, as well as a greater affection toward them. 
Gradually, this question formed: “Who are You who 
are giving me all of this beauty?” I returned home glad 
and grateful. I rediscovered that there is an advantage 
to waking up expecting something and that the point 
is not to avoid the discomfort of life or to “suck it 
up” but to embrace it and, as a result, experience the 
hundredfold. 
Laura, Boston (USA)

come into my life? I feel wonderful because, living life 
to the max, I make others smile every day. Now I love 
sad songs even more. But I can’t do without the happy 
ones, so I make a kind of mix. How beautiful it is to be 
moved and to sing. Now I am “yellow.”
Annamaria, Milan (Italy)

“You are not only a technician!”

I work in a school as a technology integration 
specialist. Even though I have been embraced by 
the companionship of Christ who, through the 
Movement, has made Himself present to me, I had 
never really taken His proposal seriously. One can 
live for years wrapped in a comfortable routine of 
things to do, meetings to attend, even words to say. 
But at some point, one is forced to stand in front of 
a fact. From one day to the next, the pandemic 
forced me to figure out how to train 150 teachers 
and how to help 1,400 families. Literally, a 
superhuman responsibility. The first response to an 
emergency like this is muscular. You think that by 
giving it your all, you will be able to withstand the 
blow. But that only lasts for twenty minutes. What 
saved me was that, at a certain point, in talking 
with friends from the Fraternity and with my wife, 
I intuited something new: the point was to be clear 
that each morning there was Someone who, through 
a message or email, was asking me, “Would you do 
this for Me?” Answering that question simplified 
everything, because it didn’t depend on my being 
“good” or on my “good will.” Everything was in His 
hands. I didn’t have to be at the top of my game. 
And so, everything became new and I stopped being 
angry at the whole world. I was finally free. 
A mother, after a very long call during which we 
were able to revive an old computer for her son, 
said to me, “You are not only a technician.” While 
I tried to better explain what my role was, she 
interrupted me, saying with great simplicity, “What 
your role is, I already know. What I meant to say 
was that you’re not just a technician, because I’ve 
never met a person who cared so much, and who 
gave so much time for the happiness of my son.” 
Each morning, I go to work and I find myself asking, 
“Lord, how will You show up today?” And the day 
becomes quite another story. His presence comes 
down off the wall where I had relegated Him, and 
He finally becomes flesh.
Renato, Rimini (Italy)
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Close-up

Rosa Montero

A  s I live in a central district of Madrid, I was able 
to witness, from my home, the celebrations for 
the country’s exit from the state of emergen-

cy–the roar of the wave of crowds that poured through 
the streets and their insatiable hunger for happiness. So 

much desire to set the night on fire, to possess life! It is a 
little scary to see how we have again forgotten about the 
virus, but the subject of this article is not this irresponsi-
ble forgetfulness because, on the other hand, the explo-
sion of joy was very understandable.

A well-known Spanish journalist offers a radically 
provocative article in the daily El Pais. At the end of 
the pandemic emergency, the burning desire to possess 
life emerges again. But how many go to bed happy? 
Why do we not learn from what happens?

Today, here, now
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I wonder, though, how many people 
went to bed happy that morning at 
dawn, alone or in someone’s compa-
ny. How many were disappointed, 
hostages to their own expectations? 
How many have fallen back into the 
human dissatisfaction, which we all 
know so well, and into that annoy-
ing inability to experience certain, 
tangible, simple reality? The great 
Voltaire once said, “We all look for 
happiness, but without knowing 
where to find it, like drunkards who 
look for their house, knowing dimly 
that they have one.” And it is true: 
we flounder. The pandemic should 
have taught us something about the 
vibrant and unique truth of the pres-
ent, of this very moment in which we 
live, but I fear we will learn nothing. 
I have seen this many times before, 
for example in friends who are diag-
nosed with cancer and who, in the 
overwhelming perception of fear, as-
sure us that the disease has opened 
their eyes and that, if they overcome 
it, they will never again waste their 
time worrying about nonsense or 
stop appreciating the true value of 
life. The friends who then recover 
(thank goodness) often, a few years 
later, relapse into the same mental 
outrage, the same confusion about 
what they are and what they want.

And the same thing happens to me. 
Sometimes, I despair at how little we 
learn, how much effort it is to intro-
duce a crumb of knowledge into our 
heads and how easily we can lose 
it. You see, I know the theory. Even 
worse, I have been writing on this 

Spain: the crowd celebrates 
the end of the emergency. 

subject for years, giving educated 
advice on the need to learn to live in 
the present (because there is nothing 
else, because this is what life is), but 
it is advice that I do not really know 
how to follow. And there is an abys-
mal difference between what you 
think and whether you assume that 
thought into your body. It is difficult 
to live according to what you believe.

So now I am here, like almost every-
one else, unconsciously postponing 
happiness to a time that is always a 
little further away. I tell myself, for 
example, without thinking about it 
at all (just in a corner of my brain), 
that I will be happy when that public 
event is over with–the one that I do 
not want to attend and that makes 
me so uncomfortable. But then the 
event comes and I survive and it 
passes and behold, other personal or 
work commitments have appeared 
on the horizon that cause anxiety 
and uncertainty. We return to plac-
ing our goal for happiness in a future 
that will never be reached, because 
there will always be a share of anxiety 
and uncertainty in life and one can 
only navigate it by taking this into 
account. Of course, it is also good to 
learn to say “no” to unwelcome com-
mitments, but that is another story.
I will be happy when I have a partner, 
I will be happy when I have more in-
dependence from my partner; I will 
be happy when I have children, I will 
be happy when my children grow up 
and I get my life back; I will be happy 
when I have a job, I will be happy when 
I have less work. Come what may, we 

always manage to ruin our own re-
ality--to shrink it, to make it dirty, to 
fill it with screeching squeaks, with 
holes. Happiness is a mechanical hare 
that makes us chase after it with our 
tongues hanging out, and the stupid 
thing is that we are the ones who let 
ourselves give in to this way of living.

“Let us live this life as if we had an-
other in our suitcase,” said Heming-
way–a man I detest, by the way. But 
he was absolutely right: we waste our 
days stupidly, postponing the full 
consciousness of living until another 
moment, as if the present were just 
a way station, a boring stage on our 
rough journey to who knows where. 
It is as if we are perpetually on the 
conveyor belt of an airport, passen-
gers in eternal movement toward 
nowhere. I will be happy when I 
reach my destination. Well, the bad 
news is that we never arrive. There is 
only today, the here and now. 

©Rosa Montero/Ediciones El País, S.L 2021

Rosa Montero (born in 1951) has been writing for El País since 1976.
An awarded journalist, she is also the author of numerous essays

and more than two dozen novels. Her work has been translated
into more than 20 languages.
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Close-up
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Jean-François Thiry: Good morning, everyone! There are 
almost 200 of us, connecting from different countries. Fr. 
Julián, thank you so much for finding the time to exam-
ine with us the journey we’ve been walking over the past 
few months. We received many witnesses and questions 
that document how this time has not passed in vain and 
how we can verify whether we have hope or not.

Daiva: In March, my husband went home to the arms of the 
Father. He died at work. When I arrived, the doctors were 
trying to revive him. I prayed, standing outside the door, sup-
ported by the people who were there. I prayed, asking not to 
lose my husband, but continually adding, with full awareness, 
these words: “Whatever God’s will is, I accept it.” I accepted 
it, and I didn’t blame God, nor did I blame my husband for 
going. I knew even the worst things that happen are for our 
own good. This awareness does not eliminate the loss or the 
pain, but it helps me to keep hope alive. That same evening, 

after the death of my husband, we connected online with our 
friends from the Movement to pray the rosary. I was touched 
to see how many friends participated. On the screen, I saw 
many tiny windows, not only with the faces of friends, but also 
their families. Through them, I felt God embracing me in my 
pain. To the question, “How are you?” my husband always an-
swered, “Every day closer to Paradise.” He always sought to 
live here and now. I believe that he is already immersed in the 
Father’s embrace, and from there he is watching out for me and 
our children and our friends who, in times of difficulty, ask for 
his intercession. He is not beside me, but he has left me many 
friends, thanks to whom I do not feel alone; I am living the 
experience of God’s people. I have received many letters and 
messages. Many people came to pay their respects to him. Al-
though it was not long, his life was given for the good of who-
ever was around him. He was very impressed by the insistence 
of Fr. Giussani that we must love our wives, our children, and 
our work out of love for Christ. My husband always tried to live 

Notes from the assembly of CL communities in Eurasia 
with Julián Carrón, a “long-distance dialogue” catalyzed 
by the challenge posed by Rosa Montero in El País. 
What makes the here and now a beginning and not the end? 
(Video conference, May 29, 2021)

Kharkov 
responds 
to Madrid
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that way. I do not know what I would 
be, or how I would live with the pain of 
this loss, if I did not belong to the Move-
ment. The education that I experience 
in the Movement gives me strength and 
hope. I thank God for having sent these 
friends from CL into my life, and for 
having shown me that the road worth 
traveling is to follow my friends and to 
follow Christ.
Julián Carrón: Thank you for this 
witness that shows us that, when 
such painful things happen, we can 
become more aware of the grace that 
we received when we encountered 
the Movement. It is not, in fact, au-
tomatic to say, as you did, without 
blaming anyone–not God and not 
your husband–“This is God's will, 
and I accept it.” It is a testament 
to the journey you’ve traveled. This 
first witness places in front of all of 
us the method through which each 
of us can verify our own journey: the 
verification of the journey is not our 
thoughts or our interpretations; it is 
our “I” in action. When we are faced 
with reality, in whatever form it 
takes, what emerges is our ultimate 
outlook on life. We see, therefore, as 
our friend says, to what extent the 
education of the Movement, what 
Fr. Giussani has communicated to 
us, has penetrated our lives. Not so 
much as a way of measuring our-
selves, but as a suggestion of the 
road we need to walk. Reality offers 
us signs to verify whether the edu-
cation we receive is penetrating us; 
that is, if the Movement is really the 
Movement. At every moment of our 
journey, each of us can see whether 
the reason for which Fr. Giussani 
started the Movement is realized in 
our lives. That reason was clear to 

him from the first day he climbed 
the stairs of the school where he was 
to teach and where CL was born, Li-
ceo Berchet: “to demonstrate how 
faith is relevant to life’s needs” (The 
Risk of Education, McGill-Queen’s 
University Press [MQUP], Montreal 
2019, pp. xxxi-xxxii). The verifica-
tion of this is not found in our in-
terpretations, our discussions, or in 
what newspapers say. The verifica-
tion of the journey we have traveled 
is in the “structure of [our] reaction” 
to reality, to use an expression from 
Giussani in the tenth chapter of 
The Religious Sense (MQUP, Montre-
al 1997, p. 100), in response to any 
event. And the most challenging of 
all events is death. So, I thank you 
because your witness has shown us 
the road, the method by which we 
can always recognize whether we 
are walking the educational path 
the Movement introduces to us, or 
not. None of the rest matters, so 
let’s not waste our time measur-
ing ourselves. What concerns us is 
whether the Movement’s proposal, 
the gaze the Movement educates us 
to have (“This is God’s will and I ac-
knowledge it; I accept it; I embrace 
it”) helps nourish in us more and 
more a judgment so full of light it 
helps us to adhere; a judgment full 
of affection. We see it every day, 
from the moment we wake up in the 
morning: what sentiment prevails 
in me? We don’t necessarily need a 
death or something that makes us 
suffer. All we need is to recognize 
what is giving us life the moment 
we wake up.

Anna Kim: Every point, every judg-
ment, and every witness from the Spir-

itual Exercises of the Fraternity were 
living words for me, ones that touched 
my heart and directly applied to my life. 
You spoke to us with the love of a father, 
trusting our freedom as adults. Thank 
you for this! One of the most important 
points for me was about “the place of 
hope,” when you said that it is “a place 
[in which]... Christ is present and alive” 
(J. Carrón, Is There Hope?, Ed. Nuo-
vo Mondo, Milan 2021, p. 137). It was 
about the companionship. This past 
year has been very dramatic for me, as 
it has been for everyone. But it was also 
a time of grace because, through the 
pain, the deprivations, the difficulties, 
and the trials, I clearly recognized that 
witnesses, my friends in the Movement 
and our community in Karaganda, are 
as necessary for me as the air I breathe. 
I saw how, outside the community, my 
life fades; it is obliterated. My “I” with-
ers and I become like “a boat longing for 
the sea and yet afraid” and I realize that 
I say, “I hope so…” but without hope. 
Soon, I will have to leave Karaganda 
for a long time, and will live in difficult 
conditions, facing a great number of 
challenges. I will be in a place where the 
Internet doesn’t always work very well. 
How can I not lose hope? How can I ex-
perience the “fullness of Christ” outside 
of the community? 
Carrón: Wonderful! This move will 
teach you what you mean by the 
words “community” and “compan-
ionship.” You will test how you have 
lived the companionship during 
your time in Karaganda. You will 
be able to realize whether you have 
lived it for what it is–that is, the 
thing that continually introduces 
us to the discovery of a meaning 
for life, as a gaze we have to learn 
continually, so you will also have to 
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learn it in the new place–or as something mechanical in which, by being 
physically present, you think your self-awareness automatically grows. In 
the face of this new situation, you will understand what really accompa-
nies you. That doesn’t mean you won’t need a companionship or that there 
won’t be a companionship where you are. It will be up to you to recognize 
it, in the way Christ makes it possible for you to experience it, the way 
He accompanies you in the new place. Your move will be an opportuni-
ty to go deeper in understanding the content of the companionship you 
met in Karaganda. It is a real challenge, to help you understand that the 
things we say to each other are not just words. All we have to do is think of 
how we lived this time of pandemic, during which we could not do many 
things in person. We all saw that those who were really willing to be ac-
companied, in the way that the Mystery allowed–gestures by video con-
nection, such as the Exercises and School of Community and reading the 
texts proposed–learned and understood something essential for life. Now, 
all of us, whether we like it or not, are testing whether or not during the 
pandemic we learned and understood something useful when we faced 

new challenges. Think how many 
of us thought that the arrival of the 
virus, with the consequent impos-
sibility of participating in the ges-
tures of the Movement in the usual 
way, would make us feel orphaned, 
would deprive us of the communi-
ty, preventing us from enjoying the 
witnesses! Instead, what we have 
experienced in recent months has 
made us aware that Christ contin-
ues to keep us company in unex-
pected and unpredictable ways. 
So, you can leave and go where you 
must go with curiosity: “Let’s see 
how Christ will keep me company 
in this new situation.” This is all the 
more interesting considering your 
current communication possibili-
ties–nothing you’ve had so far will 
be taken away from you. Right now 
you can connect to the gestures of 
the community in Karaganda; you 
can continue to develop the rela-
tionships with your friends; you 
can go to the CL website to read 
updates from the life of the Move-
ment around the world; you can 
continue to receive all the richness 
of life of the Christian community 
of Communion and Liberation. The 
community will accompany you ev-
erywhere, even if you go to the ends 
of the world! The only question is 
whether you, in the new situation 
in which you find yourself, will ac-
cept a certain mode of companion-
ship, as you accepted it during the 
time the pandemic was spreading. 
That way, you will be able to see 
what incredible maturity you can 
gain by going deeper into the val-
ue of the companionship. Then you 
can tell all of us about it. 
Anna Kim: Thank you!
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Lali: When you talked about waiting and expectation at the 
Spiritual Exercises, I remembered a colleague at work, whom 
I asked how things were going, whether she liked what she was 
doing. To these questions, my colleagues usually reply that it is 
better not to expect anything, because then you risk being dis-
appointed. Better not to wait for anything, so you will not be 
disappointed. I remembered that this happened once in my life: 
I waited for certain events to take place with an idea of how I 
wanted them to go, but they went otherwise and then I felt great 
disappointment and sadness. I was reminded of it reading the 
text of the Exercises. When I listened to the School of Commu-
nity with you, I was struck when you said that we can only un-
derstand what we read and what we witness at the School of 
Community and at our meeting after we have lived it. For me, 
it was an answer to a question I previously had because, after 
the catastrophic events that occurred in my life, above all the 
death of my husband, it was as if I was stuck. I did not feel hope 
or expectation in me. Yesterday, my mother and my aunt both 
got out of the hospital; they are still very weak yet I am grate-
ful that they are better. But when they were in a critical state, 
between life and death, I could not understand and I wondered: 

“What is happening in my life? What does God want from my 
life? Why does all this have to happen to me now?” In this ter-
ror, I suddenly realized, with a clarity I never had before, that 
God was embracing me. Along with this feeling of being em-
braced, hope also appeared; I realized that everything had been 
taken away and all that was left was hope. This hope allowed 
me to lay down at least a little of that burden I had been car-
rying because I was able to share my questions with the One 
who can really respond. Rereading the School of Community, 
I understood that this hope, which appeared a month ago, or 
maybe three weeks ago, generated expectation and faith in me. 
It is an expectation not like the one before, when I knew what 
I wanted and how things had to go, but an open waiting, full 
of need, full of attention and thirst for fulfilment. Then I asked 
myself the question, “What is this waiting?” and I realized that 
it is waiting to be happy, with great openness and simplicity. 
Carrón: Can I ask you a question?
Lali: Of course.
Carrón: How did you come to the awareness, so sud-
denly, that God was embracing you? It seemed like you 
were not expecting anything and you asked yourself, 
“What does God want from my life?” Then, suddenly, 
something happened to you: “I realized… that God was 
embracing me… and hope appeared.” How did that in-
tuition begin in you? 
Lali: At that moment, my thoughts, my strength, my way of 
seeing, and my attempts were so small, but my sense of being 
nothing, a beggar, was so strong that, in my begging, misery, 
and poverty I was brought to silence. The “loudest” thing of all 
was the expectation. I realized that I cannot do anything now 
because I’m powerless, I’m needy; I can only cry out, pray, and 
ask. And, in that moment, a smile appeared amidst the tears, 
along with the concrete feeling that, apart from hope, there 
was nothing else left. Everything was lifted from me, except for 
hope. Or I could say I gave permission for something that has 
always been in me to come out.
Carrón: I want us to understand whether it was just an 
instinctive reaction to your powerlessness, or if it was 
something else. Why, suddenly, from within your feel-
ing of powerlessness, just as you seemed to be expecting 
nothing, did the certainty that God was embracing you 
emerge? If you do not come to see what has happened to 
you, if you do not grasp the full scope of the experience 
you have had, tomorrow you will find yourself defense-
less again in the face of a different, unforeseen situation. 

“Even now, 
as we begin to 
slowly return 
to our usual way 
of life, each of us 
will be able to see 
whether we have 
wasted the time 
of the pandemic
or whether 
we have grown.”
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Carrón: So, what is that “some-
thing?” If it’s not something you do, 
if it’s not something other people 
do, what is it? What it is? We need 
to come to the point of clearly iden-
tifying what this “something” is. 
Lali: Christ who is near to me each day.
Carrón: How do you know?
Lali: I don’t know how to express it… I 
know because of my dialogue with Him, 
because of a Presence when I wake up in 
the morning and understand that I am 
not alone, because of a hope that was not 
there before and now is. I understand 
that I can do nothing, but there is an 
Other who holds me together.
Carrón: What is the most obvious 
sign that there is “an Other who 
holds you together?” What is the 
most obvious sign that you see as 
soon as you wake up?
Lali: The fact that everything is resolved 
in a way even beyond what I could have 
expected.
Carrón: You still do not know how 
the morning will go, but as soon as 

Is it reasonable to expect something? 
What makes this waiting reasonable, 
so that it is not simply a fleeting feel-
ing that can be swept away tomor-
row by some unexpected event? Do 
you understand the question?
Lali: Yes, I do. Probably what has hap-
pened to me since January, since my 
husband died, is that this event has 
radically changed my gaze, my way of 
seeing. Because, as our friend said at 
the beginning, the death of my husband 
was the beginning of an experience that 
caused me to almost run into the fact 
that I could embrace the Father’s will.
Carrón: And what is this different 
way of looking?
Lali. I see it in the fact that I finally rec-
ognized how what happens in my life 
happens not because someone is punish-
ing me because I did something wrong, 
but because Someone loves me and is 
with me in this tempest.
Carrón: But how do you know there 
is Someone who loves you? You 
cannot get by with just the affirma-
tion–“Someone loves me”–you need 
to understand why a statement like 
that is reasonable.
Lali: Because, as I said, I had my friends 
there with me every day, and I received 
the answer through concrete faces.
Carrón: Why is the help your friends 
give not simply a kind of consola-
tion, considering that they cannot 
give back to you what has been tak-
en away?
Lali: Because it is something that re-
sponds to my heart. This experience of 
begging, of poverty, this being nothing 
in His presence shows me that there is 
something I am not doing myself, and 
that it doesn’t depend on my thoughts, 
my actions, or my efforts. I would not be 
able to generate it.

you wake up everything is already 
there! 
Lali: Yes, because it is a love and a mer-
cy. I don’t know how to describe it, but 
in the morning, you wake up and know 
that you are not afraid, because your 
dad loves you.
Carrón: Let’s take a good look at 
this. Faced with the challenges of 
living, each of us tests, or verifies, 
the path he has traveled. We all do 
this verification, not just those who 
are going through some misfor-
tune, like the ones you shared with 
us, and are stripped of everything. 
Even now, at this moment, as we 
begin–at least here in Italy–to slowly 
return to our usual way of life, each 
of us will be able to see whether we 
have wasted the time of the pan-
demic or whether we have grown. 
You are now verifying whether what 
happened to you, and what you 
described–your husband’s death, 
your mom’s illness–made you grow, 
made you learn to have a gaze you 

“For an event such 
as death or illness 
to open wide our eyes is 
quite understandable. 
But it is not enough for a 
person to learn something; 
and if he does not learn, 
after a while he slides back 
into his old routine.”
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didn’t have before. This is crucial. A Spanish friend sent me an article in El 
País, by Rosa Montero (see p. 4), in which the journalist writes about how she 
watched from the window in her neighborhood in Madrid the beginning of 
the return to life of so many people who were eagerly waiting to see their 
friends again, to go out to dinner, to enjoy things again. She saw them cel-
ebrating with an “insatiable hunger for happiness,” with “so much desire 
to set the night on fire, to possess life.” Then, she immediately asks herself, 
“How many people went to bed happy that morning at dawn…?” and “How 
many have fallen back into the human dissatisfaction, which we all know so 
well, and into that annoying inability to experience certain, tangible, simple 
reality?” She adds, “The pandemic should have taught us something... but 
I fear we will learn nothing.” In today’s press review, there is an interview 
with the Belarusian Nobel Prize winner Svetlana Aleksievich, which begins 
with her saying, “We will forget this time of the pandemic;” we will not re-
member it. “That is how man is made. He easily forgets all the evil that be-
falls him.” And she uses the example of the fact that a new nuclear center 
has been built precisely in Belarus, the place hardest hit by the Chernobyl 
disaster. “That is how man is made. He forgets” (S. Aleksievich, “Il nostro 
futuro comincia adesso” [“Our Future Begins Now”], interview by R. Castel-
letti in Robinson, la Repubblica, May 29, 2021). It is analogous to the way the 
Spanish journalist thinks about the pandemic. We are made this way; we do 
not learn from what happens. Montero insists she has already seen it many 
times, for example in friends who have been diagnosed with cancer. When 
they find out, in the face of evidence that terrifies them, they “assure us that 
the disease has opened their eyes,” which is to say opened wide their gaze–

the same thing that happened to 
you–and they reiterate that “if they 
overcome it, they will never again 
waste their time worrying about 
nonsense or stop appreciating the 
true value of life,” what is essential 
to be able to live. Anyone, even the 
most distracted person, is pushed 
to open his gaze when a dramatic 
circumstance occurs. But then, the 
journalist adds, when those same 
friends “recover (thank goodness)… 
a few years later, they relapse into 
the same mental outrage, the same 
confusion about what they are and 
what they want.” In other words, 
they go back to the same way of 
living and seeing things as they 
had before. This is the point. For 
an event such as death or illness to 
open wide our eyes is quite under-
standable. But it is not enough in 
order for a person to learn some-
thing; and if he does not learn, after 
a while he slides back into his old 
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routine. That’s why I insisted on asking you what is that 
“something” you were talking about. Montero contin-
ues talking about herself: “And the same thing happens 
to me....  I have been writing on this subject for years, 
giving educated advice on the need to learn to live in the 
present,” but “there is an abysmal difference between 
what you think and whether you assume that thought 
into your body,” meaning that a thought permeates life 
and becomes mine. She continues, “It is difficult to live 
according to what you believe” (we would say the crucial 
issue is that of experience). So, what do we do? “Now I 
am here, like almost everyone else, unconsciously post-
poning happiness to a time that is always a little further 
away.” We always put off our fulfillment a little further 
into the future, Montero underlines. And we “live this 
life as if we had another in our suitcase,” she writes, 
quoting Hemingway. Then she adds that “we waste our 
days stupidly, postponing the full consciousness of liv-
ing until another moment, as if the present were just 
a way station, a boring stage on our rough journey to 
who knows where. It is as if we are perpetually on the 
conveyor belt of an airport, passengers in eternal move-
ment towards nowhere,” each of us thinking, “I will be 
happy when I reach my destination.” In other words, we 
would say, when I reach my destiny. “The bad news is,” 
the journalist concludes, “that we never arrive. There is 
only today, the here and now.”
If I have pushed you to clearly understand what you 
have experienced, it is because I do not want this to be 
the conclusion that we, too, reach in time: postponing 
happiness to the future, but in the end only fooling our-
selves that we will reach it, because in reality there is 
only today, the here and now. 
Starting with what you said before, how would you re-
spond to this reporter who had the guts to write some-
thing like that? We can say that 90% of her story is like 
yours: you too were provoked, questioned, and at first 
you thought it was better not to expect anything so 
you wouldn’t be disappointed. In those moments, in 
the face of great sadness when your husband died and 
when your mother got sick, you tested the solidity of the 
journey you've travelled. Do you have anything in your 
experience that can contradict what this journalist says? 
Life now is so global that Madrid dialogues with Khar-
kov and Kharkov responds to Madrid.

Lali: First of all, the fact is that I lived as I described: in the 
beginning, it was me, with my plans, but then something 
happened. And I ask and pray that I never forget what hap-
pened. The difference is that now I am attentive to reality and 
not to my plans.
Carrón: So, what is the difference in the present? I re-
peat the question. Just now, between us, something 
happened, and whoever intervenes now must be in dia-
logue with what emerged from what happened. This is 
how we test whether we have gained something during 
the pandemic, or whether we have wasted the opportu-
nity and still need to learn.

Thiry: Can you help clarify the question?  
Carrón: The issue is understanding what our friend has 
introduced with her story: a new factor, which is deci-
sive in responding to the Spanish journalist. How can 
we say, in a way that is not pietistic, “God is embracing 
me now?” The way we say these things is often pietis-
tic and does not respond to the real challenges that we 
have, so in the end we do not know what to say.

Miko: I am from Azerbaijan, and I still have just one question, 
starting from the pandemic. For those of us who have faith, who 
are believers, it is easy to understand the existence of hope. But 
we are not alone here; we have a people all around us, the people 
we love, our friends. And because of COVID, the people around 
us lost their jobs; they lost their loved ones; they are stressed. We 
cannot easily explain the existence of hope to them, because either 
they do not believe or they have denied its existence. What meth-
od should we follow to better explain to them that there is hope?
Carrón: This is “the” question! Since we have not become 
aware of the reason for hope, we do not know what to 
say to those who ask us this question. This is why, with 
our friend, I insisted upon the need to become aware of 
the reason for her hope and ours. Otherwise, we too will 
not be able to witness it to the world. It is not first of all 
a problem for others; it is our problem. The problem is 
our lack of self-awareness. So I thank you, because you 
have emphasized the question even more. We still need 
to find the beginnings of an answer.

Julja: I’m from Almaty. While I was listening to what Lali 
said, and as you challenged her, I, too, asked myself what helps 
me to live in dramatic moments and in daily life... In the face 
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of what are usually the most burning 
questions in life, what is the most obvi-
ous sign that Christ is present and helps 
me? Christ is not, in fact, something 
abstract. I would say you are that sign, 
you who have me walk a certain journey 
within the Movement. The way you help 
me do it is also important: not consoling 
me in difficult moments, but challeng-
ing me without offering shortcuts, with-
out letting me off easy.
Carrón: I’ll do the same today!
Julja: I know that.
Carrón: Don’t think I will be the one 
who can answer your questions. I 
limit myself to helping you, by pro-
voking your reason and your free-
dom in the face of life’s challenges of 
living. Often, in fact, we follow the 
same trajectory the Spanish jour-
nalist or our friend described. All of 
us, in certain moments, open our 
eyes again and say, “Finally, I have 
changed the way I look at things!” 
but we can only be really sure of 
this if we fully realize what has hap-
pened to us. Giussani always told 
us–and I'll never give up emphasiz-
ing this!–that trying certain things 
does not constitute experience. We 
all try things, right? Those who are 
diagnosed with a tumor try certain 
things and say, “I won't waste any 
more time!” But, after the disease, 
it’s back to the same old routine. The 
only way you can keep from revert-
ing, I am telling you, is if you have 
grown in self-awareness, if you have 
committed yourself to judging what 
you tried. So, let’s get back to the 
point: what is this difference of gaze 
that we talked about? Otherwise, we 
repeat certain phrases, but without 
really understanding what we are 
talking about.  

was not enough to say that. So, after the 
events that happened in Kazan–where 
a 19-year-old boy walked into a school 
and shot and killed students and teach-
ers–my pupils, who are the same age as 
the kids who were killed, came to me and 
asked, “How do we go on living? We are 
afraid.” In that moment, I realized as 
never before that simply repeating the 
words, “Christ is my hope” is not enough 
to be able to look my students in the eye 
without fear; I need to live with His pres-
ence in every moment. This is a great 
challenge for me, because He calls me to 
look at everything head-on, even when 
I, out of fear when faced with circum-
stances or responsibilities, would rath-
er distract myself. My daily struggle is 
that I don’t want to lose that newness of 
life that I have discovered, but I see that 
I am often afraid to respond. What can 
help me to overcome this fear?
Carrón: This is what I would never 
spare you: you having to stay in front 
of your questions! Never, ever! And 
I would not allow you–because it is 
life itself that does not allow you–to 
say “Christ is our hope” as if it were 
merely words, because words are 
not enough to help you live. We can 
“know the right words,” but when 
what you described of the middle 
school children killed in Kazan hap-
pens, it is as if they do not carry the 
density of reality to engage with your 
students. And then we have nothing 
to offer them because we have noth-
ing to offer ourselves. The only way 
to communicate something to oth-
ers is to be serious, as you said very 
well, with ourselves, with our ques-
tions. It doesn’t matter if it takes 
us time to understand. The fact is, 
reality does not allow us to content 
ourselves: when you find yourself in 

Julja: In my life, and in the steady jour-
ney that I am walking, which is School 
of Community...
Carrón: I agree, School of Commu-
nity. But you cannot get by just say-
ing that. What is the step of aware-
ness that the School of Community 
has helped you to take? Otherwise, it 
would be like going to school with-
out understanding what we are be-
ing told. Leave the question open, 
and in the end compare the answer 
you would have given with the one 
that will emerge. There is no bene-
fit in guessing the right answer “by 
chance.” The fundamental issue is, 
first of all, that we are attentive and 
serious with the questions, so that 
we might grasp answers that are 
truly sufficient. 

Darina: I am a teacher. At the Exercises, 
you invited us to become aware of what 
happened to us this year. During this pe-
riod, thanks to the path you proposed to 
us and to the friends who, though they 
do not live near me, still accompany me 
on this road, I discovered something 
very great. Following a long path, I have 
come to understand that I want to live 
the fullness that I have encountered, but 
it is not simple. Your questions, however, 
teach me to look at life and at myself in a 
way that is true.
Carrón: Explain this thoroughly.
Darina: It's true, because what you pro-
pose is to look at myself, but in a way 
that is totally different from how I used 
to live and how others propose that I 
look at myself. Let me give an example 
to show where the difficulty lies. When 
you asked if we have hope, I was ready 
to shout, “Yes! Of course I have hope! 
Our hope is Christ.” But when I ran 
into real life challenges, I realized that it 
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front of the children killed in Kazan, words are not enough. You might get 
angry because, after years of being in the Movement, you are still not able to 
remain standing in the face of a situation like that. But I say it’s a good thing 
you realize this, so that you can walk a path that will allow you to confront it 
and offer your students something useful for their journey. I do not push you 
to see whether you live up to the test or not, but rather to collaborate with 
you in the seriousness you all have in looking at yourselves. The ones who are 
most critical are not your students; we ourselves should be the most critical, 
in that we do not accept a response that does not live up to the level of our 
reason. As Giussani emphasizes, we cannot utter phrases that our reason has 
not illuminated–it would not be worthy of ourselves, or of the faith. “Drink-
ing in things or affirming things without our reason having illuminated them 
[thereby showing they are reasonable]… is unworthy of our friendship, and it 
is unworthy of the world’s history” (L. Giussani, Is It Possible to Live This Way? 
Vol. 2: Hope, MQUP, Montreal 2008, p. 104).
Now, considering that the time we have is almost up, I will seek to give a re-
sponse: it’s enough for me that we come to see the point at hand today.
The crucial question is the one posed by Lali. We have to help each other to un-
derstand what is critical to being able to “respond” to the Spanish journalist. 
“There is only today, the here and now,” she writes. This has to be our point of 
departure. What she does not realize is that her reason would not perceive a 
problem (“I will be happy when I reach my destination” but “the bad news is, 
you never arrive. There is only today, the here and now”) if not for the fact that 
the “today, the here and now” calls for, testifies to the presence of an Other. 
The problem, in fact, is not offering an explanation for death or for suffering. 

“The” question is, above all, giving 
reasons for life. From the time you 
wake up in the morning, you have 
to have some explanation for your 
being here, for your life, for your ex-
istence–today, here and now. Why 
did our friend, at a certain point, re-
alize that God was embracing her? 
Not because of a thought or extem-
poraneous emotion, but because she 
is not giving herself life today, here 
and now, as is evident from the mo-
ment she wakes up in the morning: 
life is given to her. Since waking up 
is so often automatic for us, we do 
not realize that precisely the today, 
the here and now of our life and ex-
istence, cries out that there is One 
who is giving us life. We have all read 
the tenth chapter of The Religious 
Sense and are amazed at the things 
written there, but it is as if repeating 
Fr. Giussani’s affirmation, “I am you-
who-make-me” (The Religious Sense, p. 
105) were, in the end, a pietistic ex-
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ercise. Consequently, when we find 
ourselves in front of a journalist who 
declares that happiness or destiny do 
not exist, and that all we have is to-
day, the here and now, it seems like 
“game over” to us. No! This is where 
everything begins. If we, however, 
despite the education that Giussani 
gave us, do not realize it, if we do not 
become aware of it, terror invades 
us. “What does God want from me?” 
our friend asked. But then something 
happens: “God is embracing me.” We 
have to understand that this is not a 
feeling–”I feel that God is embracing 
me”–but rather an act of reason–”I 
recognize that God is embracing me 
so that I exist today, here and now. 
Because of this, I have a different 
perception of myself and of reality.” 
If our companionship doesn’t bring 
us to this point, in which we realize 
the ultimate meaning of reality, we 
are not friends. The greatest friend 
we have–his name is Fr. Giussani–
gave us the tenth chapter of The Reli-
gious Sense precisely to accompany us. 
How? By introducing us to the one 
companionship that allows us to look 
at everything with positivity, intro-
ducing us to recognizing what is ul-
timately at the foundation of reality, 

“a meaning which is further on” (L. 
Giussani, The Religious Sense, p. 109), 
as he says at the end of the chapter. 
Only a person who becomes aware of 
the companionship of the One who 
is making him today, here and now, 
“can enter any situation whatsoever,” 
can face even the death of her hus-
band and the sickness of her mother, 
“profoundly tranquil, with a promise 
of peace and joy” (The Religious Sense, 
p. 106). Go read the chapter again. 
The greatest answer we can give to 
these challenges is already present 
in reality, not in putting things off to 
the future. I can have hope in the fu-
ture because right now there is One 
who is embracing my life and yours, 
who also embraces your husband’s 
life, and the lives of the victims of the 
cable car crash here in Italy the same 
day things opened up again. 
It amazes me how this gaze on real-
ity is what strikes other people the 
most. Recently, the Spanish writer 
González Sainz wrote a book that 
captures that instant of wonder in 
front of what exists. It speaks of the 
“wonder of the present,” which opens 
us to the recognition of the ultimate 
consistency of life and triggers our 
expectation for something to come 

and give meaning to it all. His exact 
words are, “The world grows and cre-
ates itself until the point of us being 
able to look at it with wonder. I am 
magnetized by the wonder of exist-
ing, placed before all that exists, by 
the communion of existence. That 
magnetization was already a prayer 
that something come to us from an-
other kingdom and realize this desire 
for meaning” (J.Á. González Sainz, La 
vida pequeña [“The Small Life”], Editori-
al Anagrama, Barcelona 2021, p. 66). 
The wonder of the present is what our 
friend described, speaking of waking 
up in the morning; this is “the won-
der of existing, placed before all that 
exists.” The answer to today’s ques-
tion is wonder: we are in awe, in a 
conscious and not a sentimental way, 
therefore with all the fullness of our 
reason, at all that exists. This is what 
allows us to look properly at reality 
without considering it as something 
obvious. Most of the time, as the 
Spanish journalist writes, we take it 
for granted. Not taking it for granted 
means having the gaze Fr. Giussani 
introduced to us in the tenth chapter 
of The Religious Sense. So, our friend is 
right; the answer is that “God is em-
bracing me now” and we have to fully 
understand what we are saying: “God 
is embracing me now, because He is 
causing me to exist now.” Otherwise, 
we will easily go back to the old rou-
tine tomorrow. 
In front of the challenges we find our-
selves facing, it is as if we are forced to 
take the test of what we have learned 
this year during the lockdown, of 
whether or not we have learned to 
look at today, the here and now, with 
depth, with that look of reason we’ve 
been talking about. Otherwise, we 

“We do not realize that 
precisely the today, the here 
and now of our life and 
existence, cries out that there is 
One who is giving us life. I can 
have hope in the future because 
right now there is One who is 
embracing my life and yours.” 
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will merely stick these affirmations, 
no matter how correct, on top of our 
rationalist point of view, and then 
perceive how inadequate they are 
in coping with the urgency that our 
teenagers have after a tragedy like 
the one in Kazan. The question is 
whether, when faced with their ques-
tion–“How do we go on living? We 
are afraid!”–she holds a card that can 
challenge them, that can place before 
their eyes the fact that they exist and 
that can help them to understand 
what it means to exist. This means 
introducing them to the recognition 
of the One who is giving them life 
right now. This is the only way they 
can go on living, without censoring 
anything, and look with hope at even 
the death of their friends.
If we do not walk this journey of 
awareness, if we do not find an an-
swer for ourselves, we cannot put 
into play those answers we give our-
selves “in mere words“ in reality, be-
cause they do not convince us first, 
before anyone else.
This is the Movement, this is why Fr. 
Giussani started the Movement, as I 
said: to demonstrate the relevance of 
faith to the needs of life, to the needs 
of our reason! All that happens, 
then, is part of the journey that the 
Mystery allows us to walk so that the 
experience of faith might become 
more and more ours, and so that we 
can see whether or not what we have 
received, the education to which 
we are invited, is credible. It is only 
growing in awareness that allows us 
to look at everything in a true way, 
to the point of using our reason to 
recognize the Mystery within reali-
ty, the Mystery that we call God, who 
is embracing our being. “With age-

old love I have loved you; so I have 
kept my mercy toward you”(Jer 31:3). 
Just think how it would be to wake 
up every morning without taking to-
day, the here and now, for granted; 
to be full of wonder because we exist 
and because, today too, He has had 
pity on our nothingness and causes 
us to exist! “Only in the discovery of 
Being as love which gives of Itself 
continually is solitude eliminated. 
Existence is realized, in substance, 
as dialogue with the Great Presence 
which constitutes it–it is an insep-
arable companion. The company is 
in our ‘I.’ … Every human friendship 
is the reverberation of the original 
structure of being” (At the Origin of 
the Christian Claim, MQUP, Montreal 
1998, p. 90). The companionship is in 
the “I.” And if our companionship is 
not to help us understand the com-
panionship that is in our “I,” then it 
is not enough, because we are not 
the ones, not even all of us togeth-
er, who can defy death. Therefore, 
when a person moves to a place 
away from everyone else, she will 
see whether belonging to the Move-
ment helped her to learn that the 
companionship is in our “I,” and 
that she can recognize it from the 
moment she wakes up in the morn-
ing, and not because she has 500 
friends around. I ask myself, “How 
many people here in Milan, with 
500 friends around them, wake up 
every morning with the awareness 
we are talking about?” You can’t 
take it for granted. In contrast, a 
person can seem to be totally alone, 
in the midst of the Siberian tundra 
or in Kazakhstan, and wake up with 
this awareness. This is how we ver-
ify the education of the Movement.

Thiry: I have heard from some of my 
friends that this self-awareness you speak 
of is not enough, and they ask themselves 
what will become of the Movement and 
the Catholic Church in Russia. What 
keeps what you’re saying now from be-
ing a mere selfish looking-inward?
Carrón: The road of self-awareness 
is not at all a selfish looking-inward 
and is the only road that truly chang-
es history. What Giussani taught us 
is that a person can get up in the 
morning, as our friend said, with the 
awareness that God is embracing 
him now. If this awareness has not 
entered us even after “centuries” of 
the Movement, neither will it enter 
us thanks to changes in the situation 
of the Church, of politics, or of soci-
ety. The question is the seriousness 
with which each person makes the 
proposal of the Movement his own. 
And the Movement is not an organi-
zation: the Movement is a life! You 
can see how decisive the self-aware-
ness we are describing is when fun-
damental questions emerge. In the 
face of them, the path that a person 
has walked comes to light. If we walk 
this path proposed by the Move-
ment, we will begin to verify for 
ourselves whether it is a selfish look-
ing-inward. And if we don’t want to 
walk, we will see the consequence 
of that with our own eyes, too. You 
can’t live imagining what the Move-
ment will be like a few years from 
now. If I can’t live now, if our friend 
can’t live now, after her husband has 
died, with a new self-awareness, we 
will end up as Rosa Montero says in 
El País: we postpone happiness to 
who knows when or where and, in 
the end, what wins out is the bad 
news that it never comes. 
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I t was an old book, its cover white with red stripes: Spoon River Anthology, 
by Edgar Lee Masters. I was a boy the first time I happened to hold it in 
my hands, and I noted that my father had given it to my mother before 

I was born, writing an obscure dedication: “For your orange eyes.” I began 
thumbing through the volume, and did not understand much, but the table 
of contents fascinated me because it was a series of first and last names. 
Maybe because of that bizarre expression, “orange eyes,” I sensed that those 
poems had something to do with mystery, memory, and the fact that every 
single life is extraordinary.

Edgar Lee Masters (1868-1950) published Spoon River Anthology in 1915, with the 
intent to “represent a macrocosm starting from a microcosm.” The book, which 
was enormously successful, is composed of 244 epitaphs, supposedly transcribed 
from the cemetery of Spoon River, an imaginary Midwestern American town. 
In these brief poems, the dead speak for themselves. Some texts are interwo-
ven with others, creating 19 stories that run through the collection. Masters was 
a lawyer and drew inspiration from his work, with failures, disputes, difficul-
ties, and everyday events woven together with fears and hopes. He subsequent-
ly abandoned his profession as a lawyer for that of author, and wrote over 50 
works, just as he had written extensively before the Anthology. However, he was 
unable to replicate its success and died in poverty, like many of his characters.
The book is populated by failures, crazy people, and drunks, as well as com-
mon people and enlightened spirits. All the trades are represented: doctor, 
artist, soldier, judge, milliner, chemist, teacher, washer-woman, poet, and 

many others. There are individuals 
of all ages, from an unborn child to 
Lucinda Matlock, who died peace-
fully at the age of 96, and summa-
rized her life full of grace: “I spun, 
I wove, I kept the house, I nursed 
the sick, / I made the garden, and 
for holiday / Rambled over the field 
where sang the larks, / And by Spoon 
River gathering many a shell, / And 
many a flower and medicinal weed– 
/ Shouting to the wooded hills, sing-
ing to the green valleys.”

A double current runs through the 
poems: each man and each woman 
is tied to the community, by close-
ness or by opposition, and yet each 
one narrates his or her own indi-
vidual and unrepeatable destiny. 
In each epitaph, a gesture, a word, 
a crucial thought for existence is il-
luminated as if by lightning. I think 
the deepest meaning goes beyond 

“ Dispel
 the witchcraft ”
Expectant awaiting and revelation informed 
his method of writing and offer the key to his poetry. 
We propose here a journey through the Spoon River 
Anthology by the lawyer-poet whose verses rang out 
at the Spiritual Exercises of the Fraternity 
of Communion and Liberation.  

Andrea Fazioli
Illustration by 
Roberto Abbiati
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the author’s moral reflection and 
consists in the very action of pro-
nouncing the first and last names of 
all of them, even the forgotten or re-
jected ones, even the contemptible 
ones. Cesare Pavese noted in 1930, 
“This is the essentially modern poem 
of seeking, of the insufficiency of all 
frameworks, of need that is both in-
dividual and collective. You find that 
the regrets of a child who got teta-
nus while playing and died carries 
the same cosmic importance as the 
ecstasy of a scholar who has spent 
life adoring heaven and earth.” 

In fact, Pavese was the one who 
brought the volume to Italy. In 1943, 
he asked Fernanda Pivano to trans-
late it and succeeded in getting Ein-
audi to publish it, notwithstanding 
the censure of the Fascists. It is a 
historic edition, reprinted many 
times. As I write, I have this in-
scribed version in front of me–“For 
your orange eyes”–but, since that edi-
tion, many others have come out. 
In 1971, Fabrizio De André released 
an album inspired by Masters: Non 
al denaro non all’amore né al cielo (Not 
for money or love or heaven). The sing-
er-songwriter was fascinated by the 
figure of old Fiddler Jones and ded-

icated one of the songs to him. “The 
earth keeps some vibration going / 
There in your heart, and that is you. 
/ And if the people find you can fid-
dle, / Why, fiddle you must, for all 
your life.”  
Masters recounted in his autobiog-
raphy that the writing of the poems 
proceeded according to an unpre-
dictable rhythm. A times, an epitaph 
emerged suddenly after the author 
had waited for it a long time, and 
he scribbled the revelation quickly 
on a piece of paper or the back of an 
envelope. The dynamic of expect-
ant awaiting and revelation was not 
only Masters’ method of writing, 
but also the key to many poems. The 
characters live years of waiting, long 
seasons of uncertainty, and often 
the lightning-strike happens in an 
instant, leaving them with a senti-
ment that goes from rage to seren-
ity, from relief to remorse.

“… Yet all the while I hungered for 
meaning in my life. / And now I 
know that we must lift the sail / And 
catch the winds of destiny /
Wherever they drive the boat. / To 
put meaning in one’s life may end in 
madness, / But life without mean-
ing is the torture / Of restlessness 

and vague desire– / It is a boat long-
ing for the sea and yet afraid.”
Fr. Julián Carrón evoked these vers-
es at the recent Spiritual Exercises 
of the Fraternity of Communion and 
Liberation to illustrate the drama 
of freedom: all of us are like a boat 
waiting for the sea, and yet fearful 
of it. “Here, then, is the battle,” he 
said, “either to respond to the long-
ing for the sea, the hunger for a life 
full of meaning, or to withdraw, 
settle, and choose not to risk, out of 
fear of unforeseeable possibilities.” 
The challenge of freedom is between 
expectant awaiting and revelation, 
whatever its nature may be. Pavese 
emphasized this aspect years ago. 
“Each of these dead bear within a 
situation, a memory, a landscape, 
a poem that is unspeakably hers or 
his.” According to Pavese, all of us 
who live in time strive toward “the 
ecstatic moment that will enable us 
to achieve our freedom.” Naturally, 
the determining moment involves a 
personal decision on existence.

As I listen to the voices of Spoon 
River, I think back to a line by the 
philosopher Jean Guitton, accord-
ing to which “the absurd and the 
mystery are the two possible solu-

You sit with your friend, and all at once
A silence falls on speech, and his eyes
Without a flicker glow at you:–
You two have seen the secret together, 
He sees it in you, and you in him.
And there you sit thrilling lest the Mystery
Stand before you and strike you dead
With a splendor like the sun’s.

(From “Faith Matheny,”  Spoon River Anthology)
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tions of the enigma that the experience of life challeng-
es us to solve.” Each epitaph runs along this crest, each 
story oscillates between these two poles. The question 
burns: “Is the hope of a heap of shadow / and nothing 
else our destiny?” The absurd seems to pervade the ep-
itaph of Cassius Hueffer, who “made warfare on life / 
In the which he was slain.” There are those like Alfon-
so Churchill, who “through the stars” sensed both the 
“littleness” and the “greatness of man.” But, perhaps, 
“… our hearts are drawn to stars / Which want us not” 
(“Herbert Marshall”).
Guitton wrote, “In the perpetual motion of the pendu-
lum’s oscillation, the absurdity of the absurd leads me 
in the direction of mystery.” It can happen that you are 
sitting with a friend “and all at once / A silence falls on 
speech, and his eyes / Without a flicker glow at you:– / 
You two have seen the secret together, / He sees it in 
you, and you in him.”  

It can happen that Griffy the Cooper, who of course 
should “know about tubs” but also knows human be-
ings, exhorts them to “break [the staves of your tub] 
and dispel the witchcraft / Of thinking your tub is life! 
/ And that you know life!” Behind the absurdity of fail-
ures, suicides, injustices, there is the hope expressed 
by Le Roy Goldman in his epitaph: “And blessed are 
you, say I, who know all now, / You who have lost, ere 
you pass, / A father or mother, or old grandfather or 
mother, / some beautiful soul that lived life strongly, / 
And knew you all through, and loved you ever, / Who 
would not fail to speak for you, / And give God an in-
timate view of your soul.” When I read these words it 
seems to me that the Spoon River Anthology is populated 
not only by the people listed in the table of contents, 
but also by all my dearly departed. With no need of ep-
itaphs, in the mystery of their silence, they are beside 
me and give me courage. 

I have studied many times
The marble which was chiseled for me–
A boat with a furled sail at rest in a harbor.
In truth it pictures not my destination
But my life.
For love was offered me and I shrank from its
disillusionment;
Sorrow knocked at my door, but I was afraid;
Ambition called to me, but I dreaded the chances. 
Yet all the while I hungered for meaning in my life.
And now I know that we must lift the sail
And catch the winds of destiny
Wherever they drive the boat.
To put meaning in one’s life may end in madness,
But life without meaning is the torture
Of restlessness and vague desire–
It is a boat longing for the sea and yet afraid.

(“George Gray,”  Spoon River Anthology)




